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    Editorial 

 

A 
lphabet, Google’s parent company, 

overtook Apple on February 1, 2016, 

to become the most valuable company 

in the world. Alphabet’s primary 

revenue-generating engine is Google with over one 

billion users using its consumer products such as 

Gmail, Search, Android, Maps, Chrome, Youtube 

and Google Play. What this means is that today, 

Information and Communication Technologies 

(ICTs) generate wealth and Cameroon must have 

its fair share of digital economy.  

It takes training, software applications plus con-

sumer products and services to bridge the digital 

divide and put our country on the map as Africa’s 

next “Silicon Valley”. While government’s general 

policy is favourable to the promotion of computer 

technology and use, as seen in computer literacy 

programmes in all schools, the gradual adoption of 

e-government services and import duty exonera-

tions for computer equipment, other private efforts 

are worth lauding. Armand Claude Abanda is de-

mocratising computer literacy by training hun-

dreds of thousands of women, youth and religious 

leaders through the African Institute of Computer 

Sciences, IAI Cameroon.  

If Cameroon’s growing digital culture is produc-

ing intelligent kids such as Fabrice Alomo who 

overpowered autism to start computer program-

ming at the age of 14, thousands of young com-

puter scientists are pouring out every year from 

major public and private training institutions na-

tionwide, producing a new generation of trailblaz-

ers. Examples include the inventor of Africa’s first 

medical tablet, Arthur Zang, and the designer of 

the “Gifted Mom” mobile phone application, 

Alain Nteff. These four men are just the tip of the 

iceberg bearing our hopes for a bright digital fu-

ture. Admirably, they are daring into the digital 

world like did Dr Ernest Simo, Jacques Bonjawo, 

Rebecca Enonchong and Prof. Victor Mbarika, 

before them. In fact, their success stories provide 

enough clue that the countdown has begun for 

Cameroon to show what it has best to 

offer in the global digital village. 

We’ll make it. Happy St. Val’s Day. 

   Tonge Ebai 

Community  

Education Centre 

Bonduma, Buea 
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In seven years, the Worldvision™ brand has offered a  wide variety of products and services  including:  

 

 More than 20 000 ophtalmic eyeglasses of all types ; 

 More than 9 000 frames of several designer brands; 

 More than 3 000 frames permanently exhibited; 

 More than 500 pairs of sunshade spectacles; 

 More than 5 000 repairs of bad equipment; 

 More than 4 000 optical equipment; 

 More than 50 000 prospects received… 

FRAME 

CORRECTING LENSES 

Change your appearance 

www.worldvisioncamer.com 

Eyeglasses for all 

“Offering innovative and  
personalised solutions,  

is our Credo. 
Our expertise  is your guaran-

tee for ocular health and  
absolute comfort because the 
quality of our products are  

ISO-certified. 
We offer you a wide range of 
frames and eyeglasses from 

prestigious brands.” 
 

Serge Bruno Tongouang 
Optician, Eyeglass Specialist  

Created in 2007 in Bamenda, North West Region 

http://www.worldvisioncamer.com/index.php
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Abanda  

Success Story 

      ICTs 

 

He arrived Cameroon from Gabon in 1999 with FCFA 3,000 in his pocket yet his dream of giving computer 

knowledge to Cameroonians of all levels has materialised with over half a million trained through the African 

Institute of Computer Sciences which he represents in Cameroon.  

Promoting ICT Training For All 

C 
ameroon’s development equation which 

hinges on a strong economic growth rate and 

decent employment for all and sundry, rec-

ognises the determining role Information and 

Communication Technologies (ICTs) are playing to 

fast-track the process. Armand Claude Abanda was one 

of the first to recognise this role of ICTs when he de-

cided in 1998 to leave his lucrative job as Director of 

Information Systems in the Intercontinental Hotel of 

Gabon to set the up the Cameroonian branch of the in-

stitution that trained him in Computer Sciences – The 

African Institute of Computer Sciences – IAI. 

Landing at the Nsimalen International Airport in 

Yaounde a year later with just FCFA 3,000 in his 

pocket, he knew that the task ahead would be a daunt-

ing one. But with excellent entrepreneurial and market-

ing skills, he succeeded against all odds to set up IAI 

Cameroon which today showcases numbers to demon-

strate milestones in over a decade and a half.  

With the blessing of First Lady, Mrs Chantal Biya, over 

100,000 women of all social strata were trained to use 

computers in 10 years. The social impact of this project 

drew admiration from the non-governmental organi-

sation, Leading Women in Africa, which gave him 

the “Best African Manager for the Empowerment of 

the Woman” Award. This was during a ceremony that 

held on December 3, 2015 in Durban, South Africa.  

The Award was a major recognition of the efforts of a 

man with a vision to see Cameroonians play front-

roles in ICT-based development. He was born on Au-

gust 27, 1966 in Yaounde where he completed pri-

mary and secondary education before leaving for Li-

breville in Gabon to pursue studies in Computer Sci-

ences in the African Institute of Computer Sciences – 

IAI. He holds a Master’s degree in the Use of Tech-

nologies of Information and Communication for 

Teaching and Training, known as MASTER UTICEF 

from the Louis Pasteur University of Strasbourg and 

a Master’s degree in Engineering of Training and 

Employment Systems from CESAG in Dakar, Sene-

gal. On April 10, 2008, he was elected Vice-President 

of the Board of Directors of the Euro-Mediterranean 

and African Community for the Widening of Dis-

tance Learning.                        By George Mbella 



Armand Claude Abanda   
Resident Representative of the African  

Institute of Computer Sciences (IAI)  

in Cameroon 

ICTs 

Armand Claude Abanda, on December 3, 2015, you 

received the distinction of “Best African Manager for 

the Empowerment of the Woman” for 2015. How do 

you feel after receiving this Award from the non-

governmental organisation, Leading Women in Af-

rica?  

After receiving this important award in Durban, South Af-

rica, last December 3, 2015 following a duel with another 

contestant as tough as the President of MEDS Senegal, 

Mbagnick Diop, I feel honoured and, most especially, 

quite grateful to the First Lady, Madam Chantal Biya, the 

National Matron of IAI Cameroon’s “Operation 100,000 

Women, Horizon 2012”. She gave her full support to this 

programme for which we received this award. This is why 

we dedicate the award to her.  

What does this award mean for IAI Cameroon? 

The “Best African Manager for the Empowerment of 

the Woman” award is at the same time an African 

acknowledgement and an international plebiscite of 

efforts undertaken by the Paul Biya Centre for Ex-

cellence in IAI Cameroon, to add value to the 

woman through education and training in Informa-

tion and Communication Technologies, ICTs.  

There were over 30 candidatures for the Award. 

Why did yours win?  

Our candidature certainly won because of the pro-

gramme’s social impact. 103,350 women of all so-

cial strata were trained in 10 years. This programme 

Success Story 

“The “Best African Manager for the Empowerment of the Woman” award is at the same time 
an African acknowledgement and an international plebiscite of efforts undertaken by the Paul 

Biya Centre for Excellence in IAI Cameroon, to add value to the woman through education 
and training in Information and Communication Technologies, ICTs.”  

“Our candidature certainly won be-
cause of the programme’s social im-

pact. 103,350 women of all social 
strata were trained in 10 years. This 

programme built the capacities of 
women to participate in develop-

ment and the fight against poverty 
through ICTs while capitalising and 

expanding opportunities for the  
professional integration of young 

girls and women.”  
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“I feel honoured and, most especially, quite grateful to the First Lady, 
Madam Chantal Biya, the National Matron of IAI Cameroon’s 

‘Operation 100,000 Women, Horizon 2012’. She gave her full support to 
this programme for which we received this award. This is why we  

dedicate the award to her .”  

I started in October 1999 when I arrived in Cameroon 

from Gabon to open a National Representation of the 

African Institute of Computer Sciences, IAI. Its mis-

sion was to promote and popularise the use of com-

puters. Besides training senior computer scientists - 

about 4,000 engineers in computer works and as many 

senior technicians have graduated from IAI-Cameroon 

- we launched social programmes to enable a greater 

number of people, no matter their academic levels, to 

join ICTs, notably through the “Operation 100,000 

Women, Horizon 2012” which trained 103,350 

built the capacities of women to participate in development 

and the fight against poverty through ICTs while capitalis-

ing and expanding opportunities for the professional inte-

gration of young girls and women. It also improved produc-

tivity of rural women by giving them skills to search for 

fruitful partnerships on the Internet.   

You have been very active over the years in promoting 

New Information and Communication Technologies  in 

Cameroon. How important are ICTs to the development 

of our nation, Cameroon? 

Information and Communication Technologies are undenia-

bly a factor of our country’s development. They contribute 

in facilitating commercial activities, creating jobs, increas-

ing the State’s Gross Domestic Product and in increasing 

investment opportunities.  

Take us back Mr. Abanda. How and when did you start 

promoting ICTs in Cameroon? 

“Information and Communica-
tion Technologies contribute in 

facilitating commercial  
activities, creating jobs,...” 
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women, “Youth Online” which trained over 60,000 

youths and presently, the MIJEF 2035 programme which 

aims at training 1,000,000 youth, children and women by 

the year 2035. Recently, over 100 Imams and members of 

the Muslim community were trained.  

How  involved were ministries or other institutions in 

the implementation of these programmes?  

“Operation 100,000 Women, Horizon 2012” was imple-

mented in partnership with the Ministry of Women Em-

powerment and the Family under the aegis of Madam 

Chantal Biya. “Youth Online” was executed in partner-

ship with the Ministry of Youth Affairs. In partnership 

with the Ministry of Social Affairs, about 600 persons 

with disabilities were trained. Hundreds of orphans and 

disoriented children were also trained in some institutions 

coordinated by the First Lady such as the Chantal Biya 

Foundation, African Synergy Against HIV/AIDS and Suf-

fering and The Circle of Friends of Cameroon, CERAC. 

“Our ‘Youth Online’ pro-
gramme  trained over 60,000 

youths. Presently, the  
MIJEF 2035 programme 

aims at training 1,000,000 
youth, children and women 
by the year 2035. Recently, 

over 100 Imams and  
members of the Muslim 

community were trained.”  

ICTs 

“I started in October 1999 when I arrived in Cameroon from Gabon to open a National Repre-
sentation of the African Institute of Computer Sciences, IAI. Its mission was to promote and 
popularise of the use of computers. Besides training senior computer scientists - about 4,000 

engineers in computer works and as many senior technicians have graduated from IAI Camer-
oon - we launched social programmes to enable a greater number of people, no matter their 

academic levels, to join ICTs.” 
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We signed agreements with these institutions.  

In his end-of-year address to the nation on December 31, 

2015, President Paul Biya called for the empowerment of 

digital economy to boost economic growth and generate 

mass employment. Which role will IAI play under your 

stewardship to accompany this vision of the Head of 

State? 

Within the framework of the promotion and popularisation of 

the use of  ICTs and with the aim to irrigate the Cameroonian 

society with ICTs, we have set up several innovative projects 

such as the Programme to train 10,000 maintenance workers 

– 1,000 per year for the next 10 years. They will be key ac-

““Operation 100,000 Women, Horizon 
2012” was implemented in partnership 
with the Ministry of Women Empower-
ment and the Family under the aegis of 

Madam Chantal Biya... Hundreds of  
orphans and disoriented children were 

trained in some institutions coordinated by 
the First Lady such as the Chantal Biya 

Foundation, African Synergy Against HIV/
AIDS and Suffering and The Circle of 

Friends of Cameroon, CERAC.”  

      ICTs 

“I started in October 1999 when I arrived in Cameroon from Gabon to open a National Repre-
sentation of the African Institute of Computer Sciences, IAI. Its mission was to promote and 
popularise of the use of computers. Besides training senior computer scientists - about 4,000 

engineers in computer works and as many senior technicians have graduated from IAI Camer-
oon - we launched social programmes to enable a greater number of people, no matter their 

academic levels, to join ICTs.” 
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tors in the maintenance of all types of computer equip-

ment and even telephones and smart phones used by pub-

lic services as well as individuals. We may also mention 

the 20-year social programme to train 1,000,000 youth, 

children and women in the mastery of computer equip-

ment and ICTs as well as advisory assistance to youth and 

women to empower them and make them responsible for 

the orientation of their lives and careers. 

Besides these social programmes that place us in line with 

the impetus given by the Head of State, we encourage our 

students to develop innovative projects that correspond to 

the needs of the job market with the goal to create wealth 

by pooling their creative performances. 

What attracted you to ICTs ? 

What attracted me to ICTs was the capacity they offer to 

create, innovate and thus contribute to the development of 

my country. I am basically a scientific person and every-

thing related to creativity has always mesmerised me.  

What challenges did you face when you returned to 

your country to set up IAI Cameroon? 

Cameroonians welcomed this novelty with a lot of scepti-

cism. Just imagine, saying that one is the Representative 

of IAI in Cameroon without even one computer and rent-

ing offices on credit in the premises of the Regional Train-

ing Centre for Administration, CRADAT. Their scepti-

cism was justified. I had to face all sorts of calumny and 

blackmailing which often came from people one would 

have never expected. Often, my life was in danger. Some 

of the rare parents who gave us their children at the time 

were not even that assured. It took a field visit by then 

Minister Delegate of Finance and Board Chair of IAI at 

the time, Roger Melingui, for people to start trusting 

us. Thank God, all these challenges did not stop our 

zeal to contribute modestly to the emergence of our 

country.  

Which role could the Diaspora play in Camer-

oon’s development through ICTs? 

ICTs are indisputably a factor of development for a 

nation like ours which wants to reach emergence. We 

are in a digital age and our countries are far behind 

northern countries. We all know countries such as 

South Korea which a few years ago were not more 

developed than us, but today have become great pow-

ers in the world thanks to ICTs. I humbly think that 

our country has great potential, a good part of which 

is in the Diaspora. To take our country out of under-

development, we must go beyond being just consum-

ers to become producers of these technologies and the 

Diaspora which is developing a multitude of applica-

tions and technologies used in their host countries, 

must participate not only in the education and train-

ing of our youth, but also creating and developing 

applications for the growth of Cameroon.  

What is your message for young Cameroonians 

about their role in shaping a better future for the 

country? 

I would advise Cameroonian youth to persevere, to 

believe in their future and in their potential. As the 

popular saying goes: “Impossible is not Cameroo-

nian”. There are lots of opportunities coming up. 

They must know how to seize them. Get out your 

comfort zone to take risks. I would also wish to re-

ICTs 

“We have set up several innovative projects such as the Programme to 
train 10,000 maintenance workers – 1,000 per year for the next 10 years. 

They will be key actors in the maintenance of all types of computer  
equipment and even telephones and smart phones used by public services as 
well as individuals. We may also mention the 20-year social programme to 

train 1,000,000 youth, children and women in the mastery of computer 
equipment and ICTs.”  
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 “I would advise Cameroonian 
youth to persevere, to believe in 

their future and in their potential. 
As the popular saying goes: 

‘Impossible is not Cameroonian’. 
There are lots of opportunities com-

ing up. They must know how to 
seize them. Get out your comfort 

zone to take risks.” 

Circle of Friends of Cameroon for which she is the 

Founding President. In her speech during her commis-

sioning as UNESCO’s Goodwill Ambassador in Paris, 

she mentioned this programme, for which she is ma-

tron, amongst her social actions. This gave a new im-

pulse and greater enthusiasm from women to take this 

training.                               

                    By George Mbella 

              ICTs 

“Madam Chantal Biya’s support to ac-
tivities has been a determining factor 

for the success of IAI. She gave impetus 
at the very beginning of the programme 

by enabling the training of women of 
The Circle of Friends of Cameroon for 

which she is the Founding President. In 
her speech during her commissioning as 

UNESCO’s Goodwill Ambassador in 
Paris, she mentioned this programme, 
for which she is matron, amongst her 

social actions. This gave a new impulse 
and greater enthusiasm from women to 

take this training.”  

mind youth of a maxim that my mother taught me when I 

was only a little boy: “I should never doubt myself”. To 

this maxim, add lots of hard work in discipline, persever-

ance and the permanent quest for excellence.  

Globally, how do you assess the support of the Presi-

dential couple for the development of ICTs in Camer-

oon? 

The access to computer knowledge by a greater number of 

youth, children and women falls in line with the policy of 

greater achievements dear to President Paul Biya and his 

illustrious wife. This has been demonstrated by the Head 

of State in several ways during his visit accompanied by 

his wife for the inauguration of multimedia centres in high 

schools, the zero-tax status granted computer equipment 

and all those speeches related to the need for all sectors of 

activity to align to the digital economy. 

One of the key illustrations is the President’s considerable 

support to academic, social and infrastructural activities of 

IAI-Cameroon, notably by facilitating the signing of a 

Headquarter Agreement between the government of Cam-

eroon and IAI, a Subvention Agreement permitting the 

reduction of tuition fees for Cameroonian students, the 

construction of a brand new modern campus, as well as 

multiple facilitations for the integration of IAI graduates 

in public and parastatal services. Madam Chantal Biya’s 

support to activities has been a determining factor for the 

success of IAI. She gave impetus at the very beginning of 

the programme by enabling the training of women of The 
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Fabrice Alomo 

Atangana  

 

 

Introduced to ICTs when he was just one, this 22-year old started computer programming at the age of 14. He 

abandoned his studies in Telecommunication Engineering in a prestigious institution, to change online  

shopping through his enterprise, MyAConnect.  

Set To Revolutionise Online Shopping  

F 
abrice Alomo Atangana attracted applause and 

admiration on November 17, 2015 in South 

Africa when he received the $15,000 cheque 

as First Runner Up in the 2015 Anzisha Prize 

awarded by African Leadership Academy for his inno-

vative business that aims to solve many of the chal-

lenges surrounding online shopping in Cameroon.  

Founded in 2013, his company, MyAConnect, is digi-

tizing trade through various applications that work to-

gether to change the way consumers buy, sell and pay 

online. Fabrice’s professional success is directly linked 

to two instances involving his parents. While he was 

still a kid, his love for video games pushed him one 

morning to demand a new football video game from his 

Dad. When Fabrice’s Dad instead challenged him to 

make his own, little did he know that this “autistic” 

child who was introduced to computers at the age of 

one, would effectively design his own video game. At 

14, he was already deep into programming and at 20 he 

joined brains with his classmate to create the online 

shopping platform, MyAConnect. Strange as that 

would seem, he was 

inspired to start the 

platform when he one 

day struggled to find 

the right medication 

for his mom who was 

suffering from high 

blood pressure. He 

eventually found a 

pharmacy where he 

bought it but this was 

after visiting six stores. 

The experience set his 

brain working for an 

easier way to acquire 

products and services, 

thus the online solu-

tion he and his team 

are bent on imposing 

to ease life.  

By Vanessa Mbong 
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Fabrice Alomo Atangana    
CEO, MyAConnect Online Shopping  

Company  

      Online Shopping 

Congratulations Fabrice Alomo for winning the 

Second Prize of the 2015 Anzisha Award. You are 

just 22 years old. How did you get into Information 

and Communication Technologies? 

I got into ICTs thanks to one of my friends and my 

father. In fact, I was really introduced to ICTs when I 

was one year old. I had an amazing passion for video 

games, but video games were expensive. One day, I 

asked my Dad to buy me the latest release of a football 

video game and he asked me why I could not design 

these games that were expensive, myself. We were 

lucky at the time for we were having Internet and 

computers at home. I then started conducting research 

on the web on how to design and programme video 

games. I actually started programming some funny 

games like Tic-Tac-Toe. It was amazing for me to do 

it myself. Thenceforth, I had passion for everything 

related to technology, computers and programming. I 

always had an affinity for computers and started pro-

gramming at the age of 14. For me, computers are just 

like any normal thing. The Internet, computers and 

programming – it just comes naturally to me. I don’t 

know why. It is just the way I am. I was pursuing a 

Bachelor’s degree in Telecommunication Engineering 

at PKFOKAM Institute of Excellence, a private uni-

versity in Yaounde, Cameroon. I dropped out from the 

university in my junior year because I decided to have 

a vision and a mission for Africa and the world - to put 

the best technology at the service of Africa,  to have a 

strong Cameroon in a strong Africa and impact the 

lives of billions of people - instead of going after a 

degree. 

You are described as a Cameroonian entrepreneur 

behind an innovative business that aims to solve 

many of the challenges surrounding online shop-

ping in Cameroon. What are some of the challenges 

you observed? 

The main challenges surrounding online shopping in 

Cameroon are many notably the lack of simple, out-

standing and reliable online businesses which espe-

cially target local and traditional retail brands and 

SMEs; the lack of a cheap, safe, simple, reliable and 

“I was pursuing a Bachelor in Telecom-
munication Engineering at PKFOKAM 

Institute of Excellence, a private univer-
sity in Cameroon, Yaounde. I dropped out 
from the university in my junior year, be-

cause I decided to have a vision and a 
mission for Africa to the world; to put the 

best technology at the service of Africa, 
to have a strong Cameroon in a strong 

Africa and impact the lives of billions of 
people, instead of going after a degree.”  

“The Internet, computers and 
programming – it just comes 

naturally to me. I don’t know 
why. It is just the way I am..“ 

accessible online and mobile payment solution and P2P 

money transfer method; bad personal addressing systems in 

our community as well as the lack of local market maker, 

buyer maker, seller agent and affiliate networks. We could 



-commerce, with our deep machine learning algorithm 

which studies people’s buying behaviors, what they are 

interested in, at what time and period they are interested 

and how much they are ready to pay for a particular prod-

uct. A machine that also reads comments to evaluate 

what is positive and negative about a product or a service 

and with that information, we help buyers to assess their 

needs and sellers to place their offerings into new digital 

channels. We also want to be the Alibaba of African 

digital economy by making people buy from far distances 

across Africa and get delivered; by globalising the Afri-

can market thus increasing trade and financial transac-

tions between villages, town, city and nations. We have a 

State and a nation to build. And this will be achieved by 

technology companies that create lasting value for our 

client, Africa. 

Our vision is to put the best technology at the service of 

Africa. MyAconnect, “The African Google” is a cross 

platform and omni-channel Cloud-based multitask solu-

tion specialised in digital economy aiming to create a lar-

ger impact at a lower cost to leapfrog our communities to 

the next wave of growth with socio-economic gains and 

to help facilitate access and promote new business mod-

els and technology innovation to reach communities, . 

We provide the five key missing necessary ingredients 

for a flourishing, prosperous and sustainable Digital 

Economy industry in Africa with: a complete Fintech so-

lution and payment enabler, a full end e-commerce solu-

tion with a market maker, a buyer and seller agent , and a 

fulfillment provider. 

MyAconnect introduces disrupt innovative technologies 

in business processes and in people daily life by, firstly, 

bringing down financial exclusion and banking bureauc-

racy by unifying all mobile wallets in Africa to bank the 

unbanked and solving the lack of cross-border payments 

in Africa using web, mobile and blockchain technologies. 

Mobile wallets are fragmented throughout Africa. Net-

Online Shopping 
 
 

“The main challenges surrounding 
online shopping in Cameroon are 

many notably the lack of simple, out-
standing and reliable online busi-

nesses which especially target local 
and traditional retail brands and 

SMEs...The method used to deliver or-
ders to customers is difficult, not ele-
gant and slows down the pace of de-
livery. Cash payments are not effec-
tive, safe and reliable, and that can 

cause losses for e-merchants because 
cash on delivery is not safe at all and 

slows the order process.”  

Success Story 

also name the lack of a safe, cheap, simple local payment 

enabler, the lack of a local outstanding fulfillment pro-

vider for local e-merchants and retailers who can take 

products from warehouse, package them, hand them to 

shippers and then send an automated email response to 

customers to let them know their packages are in transit, 

handle their payment processing, send notices of shipping 

and handle returns. We also have this issue of lack of trust 

because the question that makes one hesitate on a pur-

chase is; “Why would I spend my money and trust that 

this provider will actually deliver my goods?” This is 

greatly affecting our local e-commerce. The method used 

to deliver orders to customers is difficult, not elegant and 

slows down the pace of delivery. Cash payments are not 

effective, safe and reliable, and that can cause losses for e-

merchants because cash-on-delivery is not safe at all and 

slows the order process. 

Equally, the lack of true online payment options adapted 

to our local realities is crippling our e-commerce. The in-

ability to accept payments for products and services 

means that many viable business options are not available 

for our local merchants. The inability to quickly fulfill or-

ders can leave a retailer without much repeat business. 

Also, the fact that most e-merchants have to care about the 

fulfillment themselves is adding an additional burden to 

already meager resources. Companies cannot locate and 

deliver bills to the customers efficiently. 

What then is your company, MyAConnect, offering as 

solutions to digitise trade? 
MyAconnect aims to solve many of the challenges sur-

rounding digital economy in Cameroon. Online shopping 

or digital commerce is just one part of digital economy so 

just one product of MyAconnect. We want to be the Ap-

ple of African digital economy, in terms of sleek disrupt 

innovative technologies integration; the Google of African 

digital economy in dealing with the massive flow of infor-

mation and  the large volume of data that come from the e



“Online shopping or digital commerce is just one 
part of digital economy, thus just one product of 

MyAconnect.  Our vision is to put the best technol-
ogy at the service of Africa. MyAconnect, “The Afri-
can Google” is a cross platform and omni-channel 

Cloud-based multitask solution specialised in digi-
tal economy aiming to create a larger impact at a 
lower cost to leapfrog our communities to the next 
wave of growth with socio-economic gains and to 

help facilitate access and promote new business 
models and technology innovation to reach commu-
nities. We provide the five key missing necessary in-
gredients for a flourishing, prosperous and sustain-

able Digital Economy industry in Africa.” 
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working these wallets will benefit all participants, add 

value to carrier infrastructure, increase sales for merchants 

and bring choice and utility to consumers.  

With AMoney - our omni-channel and cross platform - 

payment and money transfer solution with a digital cur-

rency called ACS, it’s automatic, flexible, secure, accessi-

ble, and cheap and fits into the way Africans already live. 

And it has a mobile - offline and online - and web plat-

form for savings and credit. You can  recharge your 

AMoney account using different methods such as the re-

charge cards we have designed ourselves, with QR Codes, 

through the use of usual credit or debit cards, and for 

those who have formal bank accounts, they can recharge 

using real-time online transfers to complete online and 

mobile recharge directly from their bank or microfinance 

institution account just in one click with their digital card - 

a digital version of a Abank and AMoney-issued credit 

card or debit card that enables in-store account lookup and 

mobile payments functionality that we have designed. 

Furthermore, with your AMoney account, you pay for a 

good from a seller using just your mobile device, make an 

instant P2P money transfer easily.  AMoney has a digital 

currency called ACS which aims to unify African curren-

cies into one digital currency and facilitate currencies con-

version. For sellers, it would allow them to control with 

exactitude their sales, and for buyers to buy directly on 

internet, cheap, secure. It is a solution for cross-border 

money transfer, direct donations to people in need, online 

payments for mobile and online commerce and salary pay-

ments for international companies.  

Secondly, MyAconnect is re-imagining and re-

inventing where and how people buy and sell using 

mobile and web technologies to remove the pain and 

frustration any customer has in accomplishing daily 

important tasks. We have an omni-channel cloud-

based B2B, B2B2C e-commerce platform and solution 

specialised in marketplace with a social shopping ex-

perience, automated personalisation and dynamic pric-

ing modules, which allows any business, shop, SME, 

or website to increase revenues and reduce costs by 

launching an online marketplace.  What's more is its 

voice-based and instant messaging application to in-

crease trust, selection and deal-closing with the QR 

scanner embedded. It has an amazingly clever o2o - 

online to offline - service as we turn nearby supermar-

kets in inventory warehouses such that the user can 

browse from her/his phone, order, and get delivered in 

45min in a 2-km radius or buy and send to your rela-

tives or friends. Also, it is easy and sophisticated to 

open an account on AMarket using our application 

APlace, because AMarket depends on a personalised 

and customised not a generic black-box design and 

solution. 

Thirdly, we are bringing customers near to sellers and 

sellers near to customers to help sellers to place their 

offerings into digital channels and customers to assess 

their needs and evaluate sellers offerings. Our mission 

is to make ecommerce easy in Africa and provide full 

service end-to-end e-commerce solutions with our spe-

cialized teams. We can import and distribute brands, 

SMEs, retails, companies, manufacturers across vari-

ous e-commerce channels, provide engaging market-

places, provide payment solutions, assist with per-

formance marketing, manage customer service, take 

care of inventory, customize order fulfillment, and de-

liver those orders efficiently to customers. Yes, we are 

a unique one-stop service provider to manage all these 

critical touchpoints of e-commerce in Africa. 

Fourthly, solving urban and rural bad addressing sys-

tems in Africa are poorly addressed. This is frustrating 

and costly in African nations. In these African nations, 

this is life-threatening and growth limiting. MyHome 

is a real-time location, live-order tracking system to 

build trust to consumers, and using sensors to measure 

drivers’ behavior to figure out if the driver is focused 

and paying attention to the road and we provide APIs 

to local and continental for both deliveries companies 

and customers. ADelivery is transforming the way 

local goods move around a city by enabling anyone to 

get any product delivered within 45 minutes. ADeliv-

ery's revolutionary urban logistics & on-demand deliv-

ery platform connects customers with local couriers, 

who purchase and deliver goods from any restaurant 

or store in a city. ADelivery' mission is to become the 

on-demand delivery infrastructure for every major city 

in Africa. It is an online requirement delivery platform 

“AMoney has a digital currency called ACS 
which aims to unify African currencies into 

one digital currency and facilitate currencies 
conversion.” 

Online Shopping 
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that uses MyHome to pin point, and track orders and 

delivery them in an elegant and sophisticated way. 

ADeliveryPeople is like a friend who can stop by a res-

taurant or store and pick up anything you need. Cus-

tomers use the ADelivery app to place a delivery order 

from any restaurant or store in the city. They are then 

matched with an ADeliveryMan or ADeliveryWoman 

courier who heads to the restaurant or store, makes the 

purchase, and then delivers the food or goods. All these 

in less than an hour. 

With ADelivery, we are positioning ourselves as a so-

cial venture, aiming to increase income for un- or un-

dereducated people in Cameroon by giving employ-

ment to people who can’t hold a regular job, such as 

stay-at-home parents, caregivers, and students. Youth 

unemployment here is almost as high as 60%. As the 

economy becomes more modern and sophisticated, 

these cohorts will become more and more disenfran-

chised. As e-commerce, and therefore the potential cli-

ent base grows, ADelivery could employ thousands of 

uneducated or unemployed people and give them a sus-

tainable income - a win-win all round. This impact 

would not be restricted to Cameroon alone. We wish to 

eventually expand this local delivery service to 50 other 

African cities in the next 10 years.  We will expand our 

service to the C2C market as well. We envision an ap-

plication people could use-again like to find a local 

drone or a delivery agent, who can come and pick up a 

parcel for delivery, so people will choose to be deliv-

ered by a drone or a delivery agent. 

Amazing! How implanted is this company in Camer-

oon and what is your vendor portfolio? 

We are implanted in Cameroon in Yaounde and Douala, 

with a team of 12 amazing people. Today, we are work-

ing already with 986 SMEs ranging from IT, Fashion, 

electronics, house furniture, wholesalers, traditional and 

modern retail, groceries, restaurants, bakeries with some 

NGOs, and farmers associations.  

How receptive are Cameroonians to your online 

shopping or e-commerce solution? 

At the beginning, Cameroonians were skeptical about 

our products at the level of feasibility but we told them 

it is working very fine and invited them to just test and 

see. They did it and they were very satisfied by our in-

genious system. The part they like the most is the digiti-

sation of payment and the opportunity to have a mul-

tichannel solution to promote and sell your products and 

services. SMEs liked it so much and are very enthusias-

tic about the concept. For customers, we won their 

hearts by giving them the opportunity to assess their 

needs, evaluate sellers’ offerings and solve their daily 

needs using our system with an amazing customer ex-

perience, and they quite like our same-day delivery and 

on-demand delivery service. With 38,593 people who 

have already used our financial services and e-

commerce solutions and changed the way they live, we 

have 2,607 active users on the e-commerce solutions.  

You won $15,000 during the 2015 Anzisha Award. 

How would this impact the growth of your business?  

The money will be used to cover marketing and sales 

“As e-commerce, and therefore the potential client base grows, ADelivery 
could employ thousands of uneducated or unemployed people and give them a 

sustainable income - a win-win all round. This impact would not be  
restricted to Cameroon alone. We wish to eventually expand this local  

delivery service to 50 other African cities in the next 10 years.“ 
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costs, operation costs and for hiring additional engineer-

ing, marketing, growth hackers and sales veterans. It will 

also help acquire capital equipment for operations, plat-

form security and maintenance as well as for the expan-

sion of our agents’ network for our Fintech solution. This 

money will equally enable us build and expand our remit-

tance network, rent warehouses in each city we are pre-

sent, scale my business to create a larger impact by giv-

ing more access to financial services, give them the op-

portunity to locate themselves, bringing customers nearer 

to sellers and vice versa to make trade, the acquisition of 

payment of services or products easy, simple without 

pain and frustration. We will also use part of the money 

to expand the reach and usage of digital financial services 

among unbanked people. 

Our objectives by the end of the year 2016 is to bank a 

minimum of 100,000 unbanked people, and bring 10,000 

formal and informal SMEs by cooperating with the gov-

ernment to move from traditional economy to our digital 

economy system working with and without internet. 

Fabrice, how do you explain your passion for 

technology? 

I like innovation and simplicity, and technology 

combines these two elements. Moreover, technol-

ogy has a capacity to create a sustainable larger im-

pact in a short period of time. And one of my goals 

is to create impact on a billion in ten years by solv-

ing people problems and changing their life posi-

tively. The best way to do it is to use technology in 

different sectors of life such as finance, trade, edu-

cation, health, agriculture, transport, logistics, etc. 

I decided to become a techpreneur because I have a 

vision of my country and Africa that I want to 

achieve using technology. In my vision, we can 

have a strong Africa only if we have big companies 

that can create wealth, master technology and sci-

ence, reduce unemployment; moreover, those com-

panies should last for centuries. I want to change 

my continent and I must be an actor of this change 

that is coming. I want to show the world that we 

Africans can solve our problems using technology 

and even sell our technology to the rest of the 

world, with that I will be able to positively impact 

people around me, reduce poverty, create jobs and 

make Africa strong. 

You were born with autism spectrum disorder. 

How did you overcome personal challenges to 

emerge as one of Africa’s most promising young 

entrepreneurs? 

One of the difficulties is that autistic people are 

unique students at school, with the way they behave 

and think. It is different. They can be very smart 

people, but it is difficult to show that smartness in 

school, and that discourages them. I was able to 

overcome many of the social challenges because 

my parents made sure I participated in activities that 

would help me interact with others and improve my so-

cial skills such as sports boot camp. I am also one of 12 

siblings, and became used to interacting with many peo-

ple from a young age. 

I am lucky that I have many brothers and sisters, be-

cause they got me talking and discussing things. And 

my father taught me how to debate and communicate 

with people. For example, I love reading and he would 

always ensure that when I finished reading, I would go 

and discuss with him what I have read. 

What advice do you have for young aspiring Camer-

oonian entrepreneurs? 

For other young people, I will just tell them to dare to 

dream and dream big, believe in their dreams and start 

putting in reality their dreams, not just be mere dream-

ers. They should have a clear vision of what they want, 

then find the right people who will help them achieve 

their vision, dreams, and goals, they should choose a 

mission for their life to impact their community. They 

“One of my goals is to create impact on a bil-
lion in ten years by solving people problems 
and changing their life positively. The best 

way to do it is to use technology in different 
sectors of life ...I decided to become a techpre-

neur because I have a vision of my country 
and Africa that I want to achieve using tech-
nology…I want to change my continent and I 
must be an actor of this change that is com-
ing. I want to show the world that we Afri-

cans can solve our problems using technology 
and even sell our technology to the rest of the 
world, with that I will be able to positively 

impact people around me, reduce poverty, cre-
ate jobs and make Africa strong.” 

Online Shopping 
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should find solutions that their communities face and 

then later thing how they can scale it to the world, in such 

a way that the world uses their solution. They should be 

hard workers, they should tell what they will do and do 

what they said, and they should be people who make 

things happen.  In addition, they should have patience, 

conviction, integrity, motivation, determination, fore-

sight, they should be focused, disciplined, be Do-It-

Yourself advocates, should aim for excellence, and learn 

to be good leaders and be a team player. 

In his end-of-year message to the nation, the President 

of the Republic  hoped that the digital economy will 

help boost economic growth and create jobs. Do you 

share this hope? 

I totally share this hope, listening to the message of the 

President of the Republic, H.E Paul Biya was encourag-

ing. After the speech, I even received calls from friends 

and relatives saying the President mentioned your field in 

his speech. But I hope it will not be just a speech. Clear 

actions need to be taken by his collaborators to make it 

happen in a larger scale. 

To help more people to benefit from the digital economy, 

I believe all development actors involved need to em-

brace a holistic approach to “digital development.” 

We need to enable a Digital Workforce. Building the 

skills and ecosystem to participate in the fast-

growing digital economy is likely one of the most power-

ful drivers for future employment and economic prosper-

ity. We believe that when government and the private 

sector work together, they can train the workforce for this 

new era and help match them with job opportunities. We 

are already boosting our economy growth and creating 

jobs with digital economy through MyAConnect.  

Today in Cameroon, more than 72% of the population, 

around 17 million, does not have access to formal finan-

cial services but instead rely on cash or physical assets 

and across the continent there are more than 700 million, 

creating inequality, poverty, and financial exclusion be-

longs to a process which reinforces social exclusion and 

frustration. But we have in Cameroon more than 17 mil-

lion phone users, included 4 million of smartphones, and 

across Africa more than 180 million smartphone users 

with more than 650 million featured phone users. By ex-

panding the reach and usage of digital financial services, 

AMoney help individuals more effectively manage fi-

nances and build resilience against economic shocks. 

Enhanced access to digital information and services can 

empower individuals and open new windows for deliver-

ing more effective and scalable development projects. 

Through MyAConnect, we’re working to help facilitate 

access and promote business models and technology in-

novation to reach communities  

We are working to meet the ambitious goal of eliminat-

ing extreme poverty for roughly 1.2 billion people. We 

need to find new ways to achieve greater impact at lower 

cost. With new business models, MyAConnect is leap-

“For other young people, I will just 
tell them to dare to dream and dream 
big, believe in their dreams and start 
putting in reality their dreams, not 
just be mere dreamers. They should 

have a clear vision of what they 
want, then find the right people who 
will help them achieve their vision, 

dreams and goals.” 
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frogging older technologies to create digitally enabled 

solutions for local populations. We have the firm convic-

tion that Digital economy can help end extreme poverty 

with social and economic gains.  

The digital scale between Africa and the western world is 

huge and will continue to increase thus creating inequal-

ity and poverty, we need companies able to compete with 

the best in the world by creating adequate and accurate 

low cost local solutions to daily problems face by local 

populations and reduce this digital gap, MyAconnect is 

one of those companies.                  By Vanessa Mbong 
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Dr Ernest Simo 

C 
ameroon’s multi-talent now ranked in the 

“heavyweight” category in the domain of Infor-

mation and Communication Technologies 

(ICTs) is undoubtedly Dr. Ernest Simo. His 

fame knows no bounds. His achievements give goose pim-

ples to starters. He is known as one of the finalists to 

NASA’s selection processes for astronauts in the early 

eighties. Perhaps the best description of his achievements 

was given in 2010 when Ivo Tasong of the Cameroonian 

Professional Society (CPS) in the United States of 

America (USA) handed him the CPS Award of Excel-

lence in the Sciences. Dr Ernest Simo was acclaimed 

for pioneering efforts in key technologies that are es-

sential components of the Information Superhighway 

since the mid-80s. According to CPS, he worked spe-

cifically with Hughes Network Systems to develop the 

first Generation of Very Small Aperture Terminals 

(VSATs) from 1983 to 1986. This is the class of small

-size Satellite Communications Technology which is 

still used by thousands of private companies, news 

gathering and Broadband media around the world.  

He is a pioneer promoter of the Code-Division Multi-

ple Access (CDMA) technology used in all cell 

phones in North America, most of Latin America, Ja-

pan and China. Since 1984, Dr Ernest Simo has 

trained over 20,000 Telecommunications executives, 

managers and engineers around the world, specifically 

in the USA, Ireland, Israel, Canada, China, Hong-

Kong, India, Japan, South-Korea, Singapore, Malay-

sia, Thailand, England and Argentina, amongst others. 

He helped Motorola, Samsung, Bell Canada and Veri-

zon in the development, performance evaluation and 

optimisation of CDMA-based wireless communication 

systems. Between 1994 and 1996, Dr Simo provided a 

series of CDMA training sessions to the team that im-

plemented the first commercial CDMA network in the 

world – Hutchinson Telecommunications in Hong-

Kong.  

He regularly visits Cameroon to hold conferences with 

stakeholders on telecommunications technology and 

could be one of the country’s assets in its quest for a 

real digital economy in the years ahead.  

    By  David Nkeng 

Information  

Superhighway  

Technology  

Pioneer 

This NASA expert is acclaimed for having promoted 

the CDMA-based technology widely used in cell  

telephone communications around the world.  
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U 
sers of Microsoft software products would 

face difficulties imagining that a Cameroo-

nian was once one of the software engineers 

behind the success of Bill Gate’s famous 

corporation.  Jacques Bonjawo was once a senior man-

ager at the Microsoft headquarters in Redmond, Wash-

ington, precisely in the Internet MSN.com division. To-

day, he is Chairman and Chief Strategist of Genesis Fu-

turistic Technologies, an information technology com-

pany based in Seattle with operations in India. He is also 

the founder and Chairman of Genesis Telecare, a tele-

medicine company in Cameroon.  

Besides the US and Cameroon, Jacques Bonjawo is rec-

ognised as a leading expert in ICTs and involved in ma-

jor ICT and education projects in Africa. He chairs the 

Board of Directors of the Nairobi-based African Virtual 

University (www.avu.org) launched from the World 

Bank in 1997 as a distance-learning institution that 

seeks to educate Africans by using modern technologies 

such as the Internet and satellites. AVU has since pro-

vided courses to over 50,000 students throughout Africa, 

of which 40 per cent are women.   

His success could be explained by the sound training he 

received from ESIP in Paris, France where he obtained 

an Engineering Degree in Computer Science and 

later at the George Washington University in Wash-

ington, USA, where he earned an MBA in Finance. 

Prior to joining Microsoft, he worked as a Senior 

Associate/Team Leader with PriceWaterhouseCoop-

ers in Fairfax, Virginia and also with Coopers & Ly-

brand in Arlington, Virginia.  

Jacques Bonjawo lives in Seattle with his family and 

has authored several articles on ICTs including his 

bestseller “L’Internet, une Chance pour l’Afrique”, 

published by the Paris-based publishing house, 

Khartala.    By G.M. 

 

He now chairs the Nairobi-based African Virtual University  after years of success in great firms such 

as Bill Gates’ MICROSOFT.  

Ingenious Software Engineer  

Jacques  

Bonjawo 

      ICT Icons 
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Africa’s Digital Woman  

W 
hen Forbes listed Rebecca Enonchong in 

March 2014 as one of the “10 Female 

Tech Founders to Watch in Africa”, it 

had it all right. Rebecca Enonchong is on 

the fast lane today, gaining reputation especially with 

her tech news Twitter account, @Africatechie, which 

counts over 30,000 followers. The founder and Chair-

person of Africa Technology Forum, a non-profit or-

ganisation dedicated to helping technology startups in 

Africa, has spent much of her career promoting technol-

ogy in Africa. More so, her company, AppsTech, 

founded in 1999 in Bethesda, Maryland, is a leading 

provider of enterprise application solutions, serving cli-

ents in more than 50 countries.  

Prior to working for Oracle Corporation and founding 

AppsTech, Rebecca Enonchong had also worked for the 

Inter-American Development Bank (IaDB) and had held 

several finance positions with the Atlantic Companies, 

the Washington Business Group and Hyatt Hotels.  

Forbes’ recognition of Rebecca Enonchong’s prowess in 

artificial intelligence came one year after she made it as 

a finalist for the African Digital Woman Award. A dec-

ade earlier, precisely in 2002, the World Economic Fo-

rum of Davos, Switzerland, had seen her emerging and 

named her “a Global Leader for Tomorrow” (GLT) 

alongside other tech entrepreneurs such as Google co-

founder Larry Page and Salesforce.com CEO Marc Ben-

ioff.  

Rebecca Enonchong is also a mentor to several Africa-

based technology startups and sits on the board of 

VC4Africa, the largest online community dedicated to 

entrepreneurs and investors building companies in Af-

The Founder and CEO of AppsTech had also worked for organizations such as Oracle Corporation. 

ICT Icons 
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rica. Meanwhile, she is a member of the UK Department 

for International Development’s Digital Advisory Panel 

and was previously involved with the UN’s Women 

Global Advisory Committee as well as the United Na-

tions ICT Task Force. 

Born in Cameroon in 1967 to a well-known Barrister, 

Late Dr. Henry Ndifor Abi Enonchong, she later moved 

to the US with her family. Aged only 15, she took up a 

job selling door-to-door newspaper subscriptions until 

17 when her boss made her manager. She later attended 

the Catholic University of America where she graduated 

with a Bachelor of Science degree and with a Master 

of Science degree in Economics. Other recognitions 

won by Rebecca Enonchong and her AppsTech team 

include the prestigious Benjamin Franklin Award for 

Small Business from the State of Pennsylvania.  

Besides Forbes, “Africa’s Digital Woman” has been 

featured in several leading newspapers and maga-

zines including The Wall Street Journal, The Wash-

ington Post, Fortune Magazine, MBE magazine, and 

ComputerWorld.  

    By David Nkeng 

      ICTI Icons 
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Emerging Pathfinders 

Marc Arthur  

Zang  

Inventor of the Cardio Pad,  

Africa’s First Medical Tablet 

T 
he first medical Cardio Pads invented by 26-

year-old computer engineer, Marc Arthur Zang 

are on sale since end of January 2016. The in-

vention which costs FCFA 2 million each and 

marketed by the inventor’s company, Himore Medical, at 

www.himore-medical.com is said to be one of the best 

inventions for healthcare in Africa by a young entrepre-

neur.  

Information gathered from www.africanleadership.co.uk  

say Arthur Zang’s invention is believed to be Africa’s 

first medical tablet. The device allows healthcare workers 

in rural areas to perform cardiac tests and send results to 

specialists via mobile phone connection. In an interview 

that the inventor granted “How we made it in Africa”, 

Arthur Zang explained that the inspiration came from the 

fact that in Cameroon, there are less than 50 cardiologists 

for more that 20 million people. These cardiologists are 

located in the big hospitals which are in the city. So all 

the patients not living in Yaounde or Douala have to 

The computer engineer has realised his dream of making rural poor  

cardiac patients have affordable and accessible follow-up wherever they 

may find themselves. 

travel to either of both cities each time they need an 

examination and this, according to the inventor, could 

be expensive and time-consuming for lower-income 

patients and make follow-ups difficult. Thus, his 

Cardio Pad aims to solve the problem by allowing 

cardiac examinations take place in rural locations by 

health workers who are not necessarily cardiac spe-

cialists.  

When Arthur Zang graduated with a Bachelor’s De-

gree in Computer Sciences from the University of 

Yaounde I in 2007, he pursued and earned a Master’s 

Degree at the National Advanced School of Engi-

neering  in the same university two years later. After 

meeting a cardiologist who outlined the challenge of 

addressing the needs of rural patients requiring medi-

cal examinations, the idea of inventing a portable 

medical solution took shape in young Arthur Zang’s 

mind. To design his Cardio Pad, he took a while to 

teach himself medical electronics on the Internet but 

http://www.himore-medical.com
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mobilizing finance to continue proved challenging. 

His mother came to his rescue by obtaining a bank loan 

to enable him finance the production of his first proto-

type. Using video demonstrations and social media like 

Facebook to attract further funding, Arthur benefitted 

from FCFA 25 million from the Head of State in 2012 

which enabled him manufacture the first 20 devices. 

With that milestone, he submitted the project to the inter-

national contest for innovation dubbed Rolex Awards for 

Enterprise and won the award in the Applied Technology 

category. He was selected as one of Rolex’s 2014 five 

Young Laureates across the globe and given a sum of 

FCFA 28 million. With an additional sum of FCFA 20 

million from the Head of State’s Prize for Excellence and 

a FCFA 20 million loan raised from some local banks, 

Arthur Zang set sail for China where electronic compo-

nents necessary for the assembly of 300 tablets were 

manufactured, according to a recent interview he granted 

the State-owned news daily, Cameroon Tribune.  

Getting the 700kg-package of electronic parts into the 

country in January 2016 was facilitated by custom duty 

exonerations from the Ministry of Finance. The assembly 

of the 300 machines and their kits this early February en-

abled Himore Medical to launch online sales. Income 

generated by sales of the first Cardio Pads will be used to 

produce 300 other machines.  

In the Cameroon Tribune interview, Arthur Zang assured 

that after completing the production of the first consign-

ment of Cardio Pads, he and his team will move to the 

second pro-

ject which 

entails mak-

ing the tab-

lets available 

to rural 

health cen-

tres where 

impoverished 

patients 

could benefit 

from the invention. “We also plan to manufacture 

equipment for echography of pregnant women,” he dis-

closed.                     By G.M. 
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Alain  

Nteff  
Saving Pregnant Women,  

Newborns Through Mobile 

Phone Applications 

M 
aternal and Infant Mortality 

is a health concern in Cam-

eroon, like other African 

countries. One of the main 

factors accounting for this situation is the 

lack of proper antenatal care. But given the 

fast rate of penetration of mobile phone use 

in the urban and rural communities, a 

young Cameroonian, Alain Nteff, devel-

oped a mobile application to help alleviate 

the problem. 

He conceived the idea in 2012 when he 

was only 20 and studying engineering. 

During a visit to a hospital in the rural area 

where his friend, Conrad Tankou, was do-

ing his medical practice, he was alarmed by 

the high rate of deaths of newborns and 

pregnant women under circumstances 

which could have been predicted and man-

aged with proper antenatal care. Wasting 

no time, he and his friend, Tankou, started 

brainstorming on the service “Gifted 

Mom”, a mobile health platform that uses 

low-cost technology to help mothers and 

pregnant women follow up their condi-

tions.  
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Alain  

Nteff  

In 2014, the invention earned Alain Nteff the 

title of Grand Prize Winner of the $25,000 An-

zisha Prize, a pan-African Award celebrating 

entrepreneurs aged between 15 and 22 who have 

come up with innovative ways to solve problems 

in their communities or have launched successful 

businesses in their areas. He was invited to the 

World Economic Forum in Davos same year and 

in 2015, he received The Queen’s Young Leader 

Award for his invention. The Queen’s Young 

Leader Award recognizes and celebrates excep-

tional people aged between 18 and 29 from 

across the Commonwealth who are taking the 

lead in their communities and using their skills 

to transform lives. Like other winners of the 

Award, Alain Nteff received a package of train-

ing, mentoring and networking, including a one-

week residential programme in the United King-

dom during which he collected his Award from 

Her Majesty Queen Elisabeth II.  By G.M. 
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Diaspora Impetus To ICT Training  
The energetic young Professor of Information Technology from Baton Rouge, Lousiana in the USA, 

has implanted his ICT University in Cameroon. 

human resource, Prof. Victor Mbarika is the Presi-

dent of the Board of Trustees of  The ICT University 

which runs multiple campuses in developing nations.  

He is Full Professor and Houston Alumnae Professor 

at Southern University in Louisiana. He is also the 

founding Executive Director of the International 

Center for Information Technology and Develop-

ment (ICITD), Visiting Professor of ICT and Health 

Information Technology at the University of Buea 

amongst several other African universities. He is an 

ICT consultant with various governmental and pri-

vate agencies. He holds a B.S. in Management Infor-

mation Systems from the U.S. International Univer-

sity, a M.S. in MIS from the University of Illinois at 

Chicago, and a Ph.D in MIS from Auburn Univer-

sity, USA.                         By Lionel Gebah 

Prof.  Victor 

Mbarika 

Diaspora  

I 
n the sprawling Messassi neighbourhood of 

Yaounde, a new educational facility is emerging 

for the training of young Cameroonians in ICTs. 

The ICT University of Cameroon is part of an in-

ternational initiative promoted by Professor Victor 

Mbarika, providing distance and face-to-face learning 

opportunities to over 5,500 students based in resource 

poor countries and who are not within the reach of op-

portunities to receive US and European quality IT liter-

acy, undergraduate and graduate programmes. Most of 

the ICT University programmes are in the domain of 

information technology, business management and sus-

tainability, accounting information technology and engi-

neering technology as showcased on 

www.ictuniversity.org.  

Mentioned in government circles as an example of Dias-

pora involvement in the country’s development of its 
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